[Characteristics of the frontal hypothalamic neuron reactions to the electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex in cats].
In acute experiments we have used the glass microelectrodes and registered outside cell's impulse activity of the cats' hypothalamic neurons. We used the serial stimulation during 5 s (with frequency impulse 12, 30, 100 s(-1)) to the hippocampus (zone CA3), pyriform, cingulated and proreal cortexes. We have compared the background impulse activity (in the bine) of the neurons with the impulse activity after the stimulation. Two types of the neuron' reactions in response to the cortical stimulations were defined, they consisted in the mean frequency changes to the impulse activity during stimulation and during period in 15-30 sec after completion the stimulation. It is shown that the most of hypothalamic neurons explored (and neurons of the preoptic region) have changed their impulse activity during period, which approached through 15-30 sec after completion the-high frequency (100 s(-1)) stimulation to the all cortical zones and the stimulation of hippocampwith frequency 30 s(-1). We supposed that the cortical stimulations have a significant effect on the impulse activity pattern of the rostral hypothalamic neurons